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1. INTRODUCTION
Ninety years ago, nearby Lake Ohrid, the seven graves of 
Trebeniste were excavated. he necropolis was discovered by 
accident in 1918 by a Bulgarian military unit mending roads 
in the region. he First World War hindered archaeologists 
Bogdan Filov and Carel Shkorpil from publishing material 
about these inds before 1927 (Filov and Schkorpil, 1927). In 
the past, the Trebeniste region was renowned for its rich silver 
bed – the silver mines of Damastius mentioned by Strabo were 
nearby. he most important Balkan roads used to intersect 
there as well, stretching in all four directions of the world. hree 
and a half kilometres west of Lake Ohrid lies a plain crossed by 
the Drin river. he mountains of present day Albania separate 
this area from the Adriatic Sea. Two rivers, Shkumbin (Genesis) 
and Semeni (Aspus), connect this land to the shore. 
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Early Greek inluences had an impact on this area dur-
ing the period of Greek colonization, when the ist historic 
contacts started to take place. In the 7th century BC, the 
Greeks started building a network of apoikoi spreading out 
across the Adriatic Sea and based on powerful settlements 
such as Korkyra (present day island of Corfu), Epidamnus 
(Dirahium, present day Duresu) and Apolonia (present day 
Pozhan). Korkyra was the irst Greek colony in the Adriatic: 
it was used by the Greek colonizers as a support base for 
penetration further north. Sea access was under the control 
of the colony in Korkyra: its propitious geographic location 
turned it into an important centre for Greek colonization. 
A very similar picture can be drawn regarding the shores of 
the Black Sea and the Aegean Sea. hese developments are 
usually considered evidence supporting the hypothesis that 
a signiicant number of items excavated from the Trebeniste 
necropolis were imported from Greece, while others are con-
sidered to be of hracian-barbarian origin with Greek inlu-
ences. Since a signiicant chronological gap of eight centuries 
exists between the end of the Mycenaean civilization and the 
golden days of Classical hrace, we could also accept inter-
pretations of some items of hracian material culture from 
the Classic and early Hellenistic period as being ‘reminiscent 
of the Aegean’. here is, however, strong evidence which 
documents the relocation of the Aegean civilization to the 
north – north-east, and the Trebeniste necropolis can thus 
be viewed as an intermediary link between the hracian and 
Mycenaean civilizations. 
Studies of the necropolis show a prolonged period of exis-
tence – from the 7th century BC to the end of the 4th and the 
beginning of the 3rd century BC. he Trebeniste necropolis 
is dated back to a period between the 7th century BC and 
300 BC. A rich funeral inventory is only found in tombs 
dated towards the end of the 6th century BC. his fact con-
irms the thesis regarding the presence of lavish ‘imported’ 
vessels, goblets and silver rhytons – only to be found in 
the tombs of ‘kings’. Written sources about hrace, Skythia, 
Macedonia, and Asia Minor interpret these objects as royal 
insignias (Popovic, 1994). Certain graves of men, women 
and children, dated back to the late 6th century BC, contain 
notably rich grave goods, treasured today in three states – 
Bulgaria (in Soia), Serbia (in Belgrade), and Macedonia (in 
Ohrid). he graves are pits with loors of trampled down 
earth and illings of soil mixed with big stones (Vulic, 1933). 
Warriors have been buried there, in ceremonial attire, with 
their arms, vessels and other belongings. 
hin golden lamellae (bratteae) in the shape of embroidery 
and rosettes beautiied gorgeous mantles made probably of 
multicoloured fabrics. Elegant silver or silver gilt pins fas-
tened the mantles (Stibbe, 1994). Golden bands also deco-
rated the helmets, cuirasses, shields and swords. A golden 
band has been fastened above the forehead of a helmet, or 
runs along the entire front of another piece. he golden 
lamella shaped as a crescent, and the bronze ones represent-
ing horses were once probably fastened upon the breastplate 
of a cuirass and the leather overall of a shield. A golden 
rosette also decorated the sword scabbard from grave no. 7. 
he funeral golden masks, a hand with a ring, and a sandal 
made of a thin sheet of gold, found in three graves, relect 
the high social status of the warriors (the graves are dated to 
a period around the end of the 6th century BC), and their 
particular role as heralds of the ideology and traditions of 
the society they belonged to. Beads of amber and glass, and 
numerous vessels made of silver, bronze, glass or clay are also 
found among the oferings. 
2. ANALYTICAL EQUIPMENT
A digital microscope by Keyence has been used for the 
observation of the production technology. he magniica-
tion range is 25x – 175x.
The XRF instrument used is model EDX-720 of 
Shimadzu; Atmosphere: Air; Collimator: 1 mm.
Analyte TG kV uA Acq. (keV) Anal. (keV)
Ti-U Rh 50 Auto 0-40 0.00-40.00
Na-Sc Rh 15 Auto 0-20 0.00-4.40
he calculation method is Quan-FP (fundamental para-
meters). he detection limit was 0.01%, but varies for the 
diferent elements. he analyser automatically detects sta-
tistical data concerning the presence or absence of elements 
around the detection limit. he lack of standard samples 
and the fact that no preliminary treatment was carried out 
on the surface renders the interpretation of the results as 
semi-quantitative. Despite the limitations of the method, 
the presence or absence of an element is a valid inding. 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Mask: a focus on the technology used in crafting the mask 
allowed us to trace the sequence and types of techniques that 
were involved in this process. We can infer that, initially, 
the craftsperson cut out a thin golden sheet – estimated 
to be about 0.03 mm in width and approximately the size 
of a human face. If we assume that the mask was crafted 
especially for the person buried with it, then its size was 
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most probably measured accordingly. It is also possible that 
it was even laid out on this person’s face in order to obtain 
correct measurements of the exact location of the eyes, nose 
and lips. he nose is depicted by an aperture – most likely 
to avoid a potential rupture of the thin golden sheet that a 
high relief can cause. he nose – crafted separately – and the 
entire mask were both punctured with eight holes and con-
nected via inserting and folding of lat golden wires (Fig. 1). 
he following technique has been used before illing the 
eyes: the relief was formed using repoussé (free hand forging) 
and then the contours were deined by punching, through 
chiselling on the side of the face, where this technique left 
clear marks of the tool. he eyebrows were deined by means 
of repoussé and chiselling, but these were both crafted from 
the back side. he lips were crafted with a technique very 
similar to that used for the eyes – their relief crafted from the 
back side, while the contours were deined from the front. 
Particularly aesthetically pleasing and interesting from the 
standpoint of its crafting is the bee, placed on the forehead 
right above the nose. he contours on the side of the face are 
clearly formed (Fig. 2). While it is possible that this part was 
crafted using a technique similar to the one used for the eyes 
and lips, we cannot rule out the possibility that a mould or 
a press was used. It is clearly visible that the chiselled lines 
along the wings have been crafted from the back. Similarly, 
we cannot rule out the possibility that moulds were used in 
the crafting of the decorative ornaments – a meander-shaped 
and a two linked number-eights-shaped one. A clear pattern 
of repetition of every ifth element emerges. We can also 
infer that the mould was placed at the back of the mask. It 
is clear that at one point the mould was dislocated to the 
upper left corner, next to the linked number-eights. his 
is clearly suggested by the surface of the object, which was 
visibly lattened out and then a relief was formed once again 
(Fig. 3). he decorative points have been crafted from the 
back side of the mask. 
Hand: Similar to the mask, the hand was most probably 
also initially cut in the respective shape. Subsequently, its 
anatomic elements were marked of, namely the position 
of the phalanges and the nails. he main content of the 
phalange was crafted from the back side and subsequently 
completed from the front. he nails were crafted by means 
of a series of dots from the back. In places, we can see 
the line which served to guide the crafting of the dots by 
punching. At the base of the hand, Pavlina Ilieva noticed 
a igure which had not been described by researchers so 
Figure 1: Fitting of the nose with a lat gold band.
Figure 1 : Ajustement du nez avec une bande d’or plate.
Figure 2: A detail of the bee on the forehead.
Figure 2 : Détail de l’abeille sur le front.
Figure 3: Distinct decoration outlines on the outside.
Figure 3 : Les décorations du contour sur le côté extérieur. 
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far (Fig. 4). It has been crafted mainly from the back side 
of the hand. he decorative ornament of linked number-
eights has been crafted in a way that is identical with that 
used for the mask.
Inv n° Au % Ag % Cu % Fe %
6859 Golden mask 58,9 38,2 0,7 0,8
6861 Golden hand 57,9 40,4 0,7 -
6862 Golden ring 69,7 27,8 - -
6885 Golden appliqué 62,7 25,4 0,8 4,4
Table 1: Results of the EDX analysis of the gold alloys of the four 
studied objects.
Tableau 1  : Résultat de l’analyse EDS des alliages d’or des quatre 
objets étudiés.
his preliminary study is part of a more extensive project 
which will allow a more comprehensive investigation of the 
gold objects from the Necropolis of Trebeniste. Keeping in 
mind that the objects from this necropolis are hosted in the 
above-mentioned three countries, this study corresponds to 
Figure 4: (See colour plate) he igure on the hand.
Figure 4 : (Voir planche couleur) La igure sur la main. 
Figure 5: (See colour plate) he golden mask Inv. n° 6859.
Figure 5 : (Voir planche couleur) Le masque d’or, référence d’inventaire 6859.
Figure 6: (See colour plate) Golden hand with ring Inv. n° 6861 
and Inv. n° 6862.
Figure 6  : (Voir planche couleur) La main en or avec une bague, 
référence d’inventaire 6861 et 6862.
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the presentation of preliminary results on the objects cur-
rently located in Bulgaria.
he aim of this work was to describe the crafting tech-
niques and to determine the composition of the gold alloys 
in order to be able to use these irst results as a basis for 
further study and for comparison. If a semi-quantitative 
analysis is not suicient for drawing inal conclusions on 
the gold objects from the Necropolis of Trebeniste, these 
irst results nevertheless open up paths for future discussion.
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